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Abstract
In order to model plan coordination behavior of agents we develop a simple framework for
representing plans, resources and goals of agents. Plans are represented as directed acyclic graphs of
skills and resources that, given adequate initial resources, can realize special resources, called goals.
Given the storage costs of resources, application costs of skills, and values of goals, it is possible
to reason about the profits of a plan for an agent. We then model two forms of plan coordination
behavior between two agents, viz. fusion, aiming at the maximization of the total yield of the agents
involved, and collaboration, which aims at the maximization of the individual yield of each agent.
We argue how both forms of cooperation can be seen as iterative plan revision processes. We also
present efficient polynomial algorithms for agent plan fusion and collaboration that are based on this
idea of iterative plan revision. Both the framework and the fusion algorithm will be illustrated by an
example from the field of transportation, where agents are transportation companies.
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1. Introduction
Usually, an agent’s mission goal is stated in terms of a set of conditions on the state of
the world that the agent must satisfy. In order to realize such a goal, an agent —using a set
of basic actions— transforms the current state of the world into one that satisfies the goal
conditions.
To find a suitable sequence of basic actions that will realize the goal, an agent may make
use of a planning system. One of the approaches to realize such a planning system, is to
express the state of the world in terms of a list of items present in the world (see, e.g., [15,
33]). In this approach, an action is modeled using a set of preconditions and postconditions.
An action may only be executed if the state of the world satisfies its precondition, and
the postcondition expresses the state changes, i.e., the ‘additions’ and ‘deletions’ of the
action. A planner must find a sequence of actions such that each action in this sequence is
guaranteed to be executed and that the state of the world obtained satisfies the goals.
Using such a plan an agent, or more generally a set of agents, is able to calculate the
costs of realizing the joint goal state. For example, each action to be executed costs time,
and possibly other costs are involved, too. Rational, benevolent agents are interested in
reducing the costs of their joint plan. Reducing these costs can be achieved by simplifying
plans, e.g., by removing those parts of an agent’s plan that are already realized by another
agent’s plan.
Agents following this strategy are, in fact, coordinating their plans by revising these.
The result of this strategy is that after the coordination process, the original separate plans
will not longer exist. Instead, a new, distributed plan will have been created, consisting
of the locally revised plans of the agents. Moreover, parts of local plans may have become
dependent on parts of other plans. Of course, this coordination procedure makes only sense
if the resulting distributed plan has lower associated costs than the sum of the costs of the
original, separate plans of the agents.
The following example shows how two agents may use the information contained in
their plan structures to optimize their activities.
Example. Consider two transportation agents A and B , where A has a truck in city K , and
B one in city L. Assume that the agents have accepted the following orders: Agent A has
to transport a load l1 from M to K and another load l2 from K to L. Furthermore, agent
B has to bring a load l3 from K to L, and a load l4 from L to M . Suppose that the agents
have independently made the following plans in order to deliver the loads according to the
orders: Agent A drives to M to pick up l1, drives back to K to unload l1 and load l2, and,
finally, drives to L. Agent B firstly takes in load l4, brings it to M , drives unloaded to K ,
picks up l3, and transports it to its final destination L. Fig. 1(a) shows the plans of agents
A and B: the solid arrows denote the drive actions of A, whereas the dashed ones show
those of agent B . The boxed A and B denote the initial locations of the trucks of A and B ,
respectively.
Clearly, if we suppose that a truck can hold at least two loads of type li (i = 1,2,3,4),
there is a lot of unused transportation capacity in these plans. So, assuming that the agents
are interested in saving costs by saving drives, cooperation between agent A and B may
lead to a decrease in costs if the agents succeed in saving drives by reducing the unused
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(a) Plans at initial situation (b) Plan after coordination
Fig. 1. Plans before (a) and after (b) coordination.
transportation capacity. For example, one of the goals of agent A is to bring load l2 from
K to L, whereas agent B has to bring l3 from K to L. By assumption, both trucks have
enough room available for loads l2 and l3. If agents A and B agree that A brings both loads
from K to L, then agent B can save a drive from K to L.
Furthermore, agent B drives without any load from M to K in its original plan. If A
and B agree that agent B transports l1 from M to K , which is one of the orders of A, then
agent A can save its ride from K to M and back.
Combining these ideas leads to a more efficient plan, as is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the
combined plan, 3 out of the original 6 rides are eliminated. Moreover, as it will turn out,
the use of the truck of agent A can be eliminated. Firstly, agent B drives its truck from L
to K via M , and then agent A takes the truck to drive from K to L. In fact, this is one of
the solutions our cooperation algorithm finds (see Section 4.3).
This example shows that by coordination agents A and B can realize all goals with
less production (viz. transportation) costs. Such a reduction can be realized by exchanging
necessary resources.
In this paper, we will study the coordination process we just described. We will assume
that our agents are rational and benevolent. By being rational and benevolent in this
context, we understand that agents will cooperate if this is in their interest and that they
will trust each other. Furthermore, we will assume that each agent has constructed its
own plan to realize the joint goal state. Agents might construct their initial plans using
a classical planning framework as described, e.g., in [19,25]. Our work is thus not aimed
at contributing to the planning domain, but rather to the multi-agent plan coordination
problem.
In order to lower the overall costs, the agents must come to an agreement such that
one agent’s by-product can be used by another agent. The way agents are willing to
cooperate clearly influences this negotiation process. We will consider two forms of
cooperation: fusion, a form of cooperation where agents aim at improving the total profit,
and collaboration, where agents aim at improving their profits individually. So, in case of
fusion, agents will always use a by-product of another agent if the total costs decrease.
Collaborating agents, however, will only be interested in using by-products of other agents
if their individual costs decrease. Note that we will not study the negotiation process itself.
We will present a framework to analyze such cooperation processes as (iterative) plan
revision processes. Three notions play a central role in this analysis: (i) the resources
representing the basic items from which new products are made, (ii) elementary production
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processes, in our framework called skills of an agent, that constitute the building blocks for
plans, and (iii) the goals that have to be realized by plans; goals are represented by a set of
resources that must be present in the world.
The profits of an agent are determined by the costs of using its skills, the costs of the
resources needed to execute its plan, and the value of the goals produced by the plan. Fusion
and collaboration then, are analyzed in terms of re-allocation of resources and skills in the
plans of the agents in order to increase their profits.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a framework to model the
capabilities of an agent, i.e., a formal system to represent plans using the notions of
skills and resources. In Section 3 some requirements are given for cooperation processes
using rationality postulates and a notion of plan revision is introduced. Section 4 presents
polynomial algorithms for both fusion and collaboration by means of iterated plan revision.
In this section it will also be shown how the fusion algorithm behaves for the example
just given. Section 5 relates the work presented in this paper to the existing literature and
provides some ideas for future work.
2. A framework for resource processing
In this section we present a formal framework for representing plans. Firstly, we
introduce the basic concepts of the framework (Section 2.1), and show how to represent
plans formally (Section 2.2). Then we define the notions of agent and state (Section 2.3),
and, finally, we discuss how plans might be reduced (Section 2.4). The notion of plan
reduction will play an important role in the forms of cooperation we consider in this
paper.
2.1. Resources and skills
Central to our discussion is the concept of producing a set of products from a set
of resources. A product itself can be a resource for another product. Therefore, every
object, whether used or produced, is called a resource. The set of all resources is denoted
by R.
The functionality of a resource is given by the so-called type of a resource. In general,
two or more resources may belong to the same type, e.g., resources a1 and a2 may be
both trucks with the same capacity. In such a case, an agent doesn’t care which one of the
resources is used to produce a product. In our framework, we label each resource with its
type using a function type :R→ T , where T is the set of resource types. The domain of
the function type is extended to sets of resources such that the image of a set of resources is
the multi-set of resource types corresponding to the resources in the original set. To avoid
cumbersome notation, we use the following convention: a resource object is specified by
giving its type and a (unique) identification number as a subscript: the resource truck123
is a resource of type type(truck123) = truck and no other resource object has the same
identification number as this resource.
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A skill s is a rule of the form T1 ← T2, where T1 and T2 are finite multi-sets of resource
types.3 For example, skill {KL,KL, tL}← {tK} represents a drive of a truck from K to L:
From a truck tK currently being in K , it is possible to “produce” room for two loads KL
from K to L, and, ultimately, a truck tL in L. Note that we always consider collections of
resource types to be multi-sets. We use out(s) to denote T1, and in(s) to denote T2. The set
of all possible skills is denoted by S .
Skills are used to produce (output) resources while consuming (input) resources, and
thereby can be used to specify a relation between multi-sets of resources types or a relation
between sets of resources:
Definition 1 (Immediately produced from). Let S ⊆ S be a set of skills, and T1 and T2 be
multi-sets of resource types in T . We say that T2 can immediately be produced from T1
using S, abbreviated by T1 S T2, if there is a skill s ∈ S and a multi-set L of resource
types in T such that T1 = L∪ in(s) and T2 = L∪ out(s).4 Equivalently, if R1,R2 ⊆R are
sets of resources, we say that R2 can immediately produced from R1 using S, abbreviated
as R1 S R2, if type(R1) S type(R2).
Taking the reflexive, transitive closure of S , we obtain the production relation ∗S .
Definition 2 (Produced from). Let S ⊆ S be a set of skills, and T1 and T2 be multi-sets of
resource types in T . Then T2 is produced from T1 using S (R2 is produced from R1 using
S), if T1 ∗S T2 (R1 ∗S R2).
The intuitive meaning of an application of a skill s to a set of resources is that some of
the input resources are consumed (thereby destroying these) and new output resources are
produced. However, if in(s) ∩ out(s) = ∅, i.e., some input types are also output types, an
input resource r of skill s might be recreated by s. In modeling this production process,
however, we need to distinguish these two occurrences of the same resource. Therefore,
we will not allow that exactly the same resource r will be recreated by the application
of a skill, once r is consumed. Instead, a new resource of the same type is constructed.
Furthermore, we will assume that r will not be recreated later in the production process.
This is formalized as follows.5
Assumption 1. Let S ⊆ S be a set of skills, and let R1,R2,R3 ⊆R be sets of resources
such that R1 S R2 ∗S R3. Then, (i) type(R1 \R2)= in(s) and type(R2 \R1)= out(s) for
some s ∈ S (all input resources are consumed, and new resources are created); (ii) for all
r ∈ R1 \ R2 it holds that r /∈ R3 (a resource, once consumed, cannot be recreated in any
production process).
3 To illustrate the essence of the idea of plan cooperation in this framework we abstract from other properties
of actions like beginning, ending, duration (cf. [21]).
4 Set theoretic operations, like ∩, ∪, \, and ⊆, will also be used for multi-sets and will have their intended
meaning.
5 This assumption can be easily satisfied by a resource coding scheme, e.g., where each produced resource is
indexed by its production history.
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This assumption guarantees that for every derivation chain6 R S R1 S · · · S Rn we
have the following property:
Proposition 1. Let S ⊆ S be a set of skills, R ⊆R a set of initial resources, and let
R =R0 s1 R1 s2 · · · sn Rn
where si ∈ S. Then (i) type(Ri−1 \Ri)= in(si ) and type(Ri \Ri−1)= out(si ) for 1 i  n;
and (ii) (Rj \ Rj−1) ∩ Ri = ∅ for all 0  i < j  n, i.e., every resource produced in
derivation step j is different from all resources created in the steps before.
A set R of resources and a set S of skills will be used to realize some special (multi-)
set G of resource types called goals. In our framework it is easy to express that an agent
having resources R and skills S is able to produce goals G:
Definition 3 (Goal realizability). A multi-set of goals G in T is realizable from R ⊆R
with S ⊆ S , if R ∗S R′ for some R′ such that G⊆ type(R′).
Finding, however, a sequence of skills from S, i.e., a plan to produce G from R is NP-
hard, as the decision problem “Given a set R ⊆R of resources, a set S ⊆ S of skills and a
goal g ∈ T , is {g} realizable from R with S”, is NP-complete.7
Instead of concentrating on the problem how to construct plans by, e.g., studying
approximation techniques, we want to deal with feasible plan coordination processes. In
order to study these, we assume that each of the agents, given resources and skills, has
a plan available to realize its goals. Given this assumption, we focus on finding (locally)
irreducible plans instead of (globally) minimal plans, since the latter problem is also NP-
hard. This enables us, unlike the results others (cf. [12]) obtained for global cooperation,
to develop polynomial algorithms for cooperation.
2.2. Plans
Because the generation of a ‘plan’ to produce a set of goals G from a given
set R of resources is computationally expensive, we assume that each agent already
has available such a plan. Such a plan can be represented as a resource derivation
sequence
R =R0 s1 R1 s2 R2 · · · sn Rn,
such that G ⊆ type(Rn), where si ∈ S denotes the skill used in the ith derivation
step.
Note that derivation sequences are a suitable way to analyze goal realizability given
some set of initial resources, a set of goals and a plan P . These derivability relations,
however, are too coarse to model the (in)direct dependency relations between resources
6 With respect to the derivation relation , we use the following notational convention: For a singleton skill
set, say {s}, we write R s R′ rather than R {s} R′.
7 For a proof, see [30].
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in a plan. Exactly these dependency relations are needed to inspect and modify plans in
order to deal with cooperation processes. Therefore, we prefer plan representations like
the following plan graph representation, that enable us to represent dependencies in a
more refined way.
Definition 4 (Graph representation of a plan). Let R ⊆R be a set of resources, let G be a
multi-set of goals in T , and let
R =R0 s1 R1 s2 R2 · · · sn Rn
be a plan for G. Then the graph representation of this plan is a bi-partite Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) P = 〈NR ∪NS,E〉, where
(1) NR =⋃ni=0 Ri is the set of resource nodes;
(2) NS = {ns1, . . . , nsn} is the set of skill nodes; and
(3) E is the set of arcs defined as follows: For every j = 1,2, . . . , n, if Rj−1 sj Rj ,
then (i) (a,nsj ) ∈ E for every resource a ∈ Rj−1 \Rj , and (ii) (nsj , a) ∈E for every
resource a ∈ Rj \Rj−1.
We call such a DAG P a plan for G.
Note that nsj is a skill node referring to the skill used in the j th derivation step. Hence,
different skill nodes nsj and nsk may refer to the same skill. For any two nodes aj ∈ NR
and ns ∈ NS , (aj , ns) ∈E means that resource aj (of type a) is used by an application of
skill s, and (ns, aj ) ∈E means that aj is produced by an application of s.
Remark. The DAG representation of plans closely resembles a Petri Net representation
(cf. [26]). Even the operational semantics of Petri Nets could be used to provide a semantics
for plan execution. The typical issues in Petri Net theory, however, such as reachability,
liveness and safety, are not the ones we are interested in here.
We use the following notational conventions for subsets of nodes in a DAG P = 〈NR ∪
NS,E〉: the set of input resources of P is denoted by In(P ) = {a ∈ NR | d−(a) = 0}8,
whereas Out(P )= {a ∈NR | d+(a)= 0} refers to the set of final products of P . Moreover,
in(n) denotes the set {m | (m,n) ∈E} of in-nodes of n; likewise, out(n)= {m | (n,m) ∈E}
denotes the set of out-nodes of n. We use Dep(P,N) to denote the set of all nodes
in P to which a path in P exists from the set of nodes N . Finally, if P1 = 〈N1,E1〉
and P2 = 〈N2,E2〉 are plans, then P1 ∪ P2 denotes the graph 〈N1 ∪ N2,E1 ∪ E2〉, and
likewise for P1 ∩ P2. Clearly, if P1 and P2 are both plans, then P1 ∪ P2 need not be
a plan. However, if the sets of nodes are disjoint, then the union of two plans is a
plan.
Note that by Proposition 1, it immediately follows that P is an acyclic graph
corresponding to a derivation sequence from R using skills in S to realize G.
8 d−(n) denotes the in-degree of node n; likewise, d+(n) denotes the out-degree of n.
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Proposition 2. Let R ⊆R be a set of initial resources, S ⊆ S be a set of skills, G be a
multi-set of goals in T , and P = 〈NR ∪NS,E〉 a plan for G using S. Then the following
properties do hold:
(1) P is a bipartite DAG, such that In(P ) ∗S Out(P );
(2) G⊆ type(Out(P )) (all goals can be satisfied);
(3) if ns ∈ NS , then in(s) = type({a | (a,ns) ∈ E}) and out(s) = type({a | (ns, a) ∈ E})
(only valid skill applications are used); and
(4) if a ∈ NR , then d+(a)  1 and d−(a)  1 (resources are used at most once, and
produced by at most one skill application).
2.3. Agent and agent state
In this paper we are interested in cooperation of a number of players producing products.
We will model players by so-called producing agents, consisting of a set of skills and a cost
function for using resources and skills.
Definition 5 (Producing agent). A producing agent A is a tuple A= 〈SA, cA〉, where SA is
the set of skills and cA :S ∪ T →N is the cost function of agent A.
The function cA maps a skill s ∈ SA to a natural number cA(s) representing the costs for
producing out(s) out of in(s). With cA(type(a)), or for short cA(a), the costs for storage
of a resource a ∈R is denoted. Note that cA(a) does not include the costs for allocating a,
because these costs are part of the skill allocating a.
The state of an agent captures the available resources and needed skills to produce a set
of goals.
Definition 6 (State). The state of an agent A is a tuple STA = 〈PA,GA〉, where PA is a
plan for the multi-set GA of goal types. The set of all states is denoted by ST .
In order to denote the value of a (produced) resource, we use a global function
v :T → N, which is supposed to be known to every agent. The number v(t) represents
the value of a resource type t ∈ T . Then, the profits of an agent A = 〈SA, cA〉 in state
STA = 〈PA,GA〉 are defined by
prof (STA)=
∑
g∈GA
v(g)−
∑
a∈In(PA)
cA(a)−
∑
ns∈NS
cA(s).
2.4. Reducible and irreducible plans
Some plans might involve a kind of redundancy. This is, for example, the case if a skill
node can be removed from a plan P such that the resulting plan still realizes the goals G.
We call a state 〈P,G〉 reducible if P does contain a skill node that can be removed without
destroying the realizability of a goal in G. If P does not contain such a skill node, 〈P,G〉
is called an irreducible state. We will study a special form of reducibility in the context
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of cooperative processes, where plans have to be adapted to reduce costs. This notion of
reducibility turns out to be computationally tractable. We start with presenting an intuitive
idea of plan reduction.
Removing a skill node ns from a plan P involves removing the skill node itself and
all nodes affected by the removal of ns , i.e., all nodes dependent on it. Such a removal
can be viewed as a split of P into two subplans, one containing all nodes not dependent
on ns , the other subplan containing the nodes dependent on ns . Intuitively, ns can be
removed successfully, if all goals already can be realized without using the second subplan
containing the nodes dependent on ns , or if it is possible to glue both subplans together
in such a way that the set of goals still can be produced from the original input resources
In(P ). Before formalizing plan reduction, we first define the notion of a subplan generated
by a set of nodes:
Definition 7 (Generated subgraph, subplan). Let P = 〈N,E〉 be a plan and N ′ ⊆N be a
subset of nodes. Then the subgraph P ′ of P generated by N ′ is the graph P ′ = 〈N ′,E′〉,
where E′ = {(n,n′) ∈E | n,n′ ∈N ′}.
The subplan of P generated by N ′ is the subgraph P ′′ of P generated by the smallest
set N ′′ such that (i) N ′ ⊆N ′′, and (ii) for every skill node ns ∈N ′, in(ns)∪ out(ns)⊆N ′′.
It is not difficult to see that whenever P ′ is a subplan of a plan P with S′ as its skill
nodes, we are able to produce Out(P ′) from In(P ′) using skills in the set S′.
Proposition 3. If P ′ is a subplan of a plan P with NS ′ as its skill nodes, then In(P ′) ∗S ′
Out(P ′).
Proof. Immediately from Definitions 4 and 7. ✷
Let ns be a skill node to be removed from plan P = 〈NR ∪NS,E〉. Let N+ns ⊆ NS be
the set of skill nodes dependent on ns , i.e., the set of all skill nodes n = ns in P such that
there exists a path in P from ns to n. Removing ns from P will result in two plans P+ns and
P−ns where
(1) P+ns is the subplan of P generated by the set N+ns ; and(2) P−ns is the subplan of P generated by the remaining set of skill nodes and the set of
input resources In(P ), i.e., the subplan generated by the set N−ns = In(P )∪NS \({ns}∪
N+ns ).
Note that the sets of resource nodes occurring in P−ns and P
+
ns
do not need to be disjoint.
For example, if r ∈ In(P ) is an input resource of some skill node dependent on ns , r will
occur in both P−ns and P
+
ns
(see, e.g., resource node a in Fig. 2).
Also note that In(P−ns ) = In(P ), and that Out(P−ns ) is the set of resources that can be
produced by the plan P−ns , given the input resources In(P ), while In(P
+
ns
) is the set of
resources needed to produce Out(P+ns ).
Now suppose that G ⊆ type(Out(P−ns )). Then P−ns is a reduction of P and a cheaper
plan to produce the goals from the set of initial resources. In general, however, G ⊆
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Fig. 2. The subplans P+ns and P−ns of P w.r.t. ns .
type(Out(P−ns )), which means that some additional resources are needed to satisfy the
goals. In that case, we will use output resources of both subplans by gluing these together,
i.e., we use the resources in Out(P−ns ) to provide for the necessary input resources In(P
+
ns
)
and then investigate whether the remaining set of output resources in Out(P−ns ) plus the
resources in Out(P+ns ) are sufficient to realize G. In the rest of the paper we will be only
interested in this second case, where gluing of plans is involved.
Definition 8 (Gluing plans). Let P1 = 〈N1,E1〉 and P2 = 〈N2,E2〉 be two plans. If there
exists an injective type-preserving function f : In(P2) → Out(P1) such that f (r) = r ′
implies that type(r)= type(r ′), the gluing of P2 on P1 under f , abbreviated by P1 ⊕f P2,
is defined as the plan P = 〈N,E〉, where (i) N = N1 ∪ (N2 \ dom(f )), and (ii) E =
E1∪{(g(x), y) | (x, y) ∈E2}, where g(x)= f (x), if x ∈ dom(f ), and g(x)= x otherwise.
Note that P1 ⊕f P2 is cycle-free, since the subgraphs P1 and P2 are cycle-free and only
nodes with in-degree 0 in P2 are identified with nodes with out-degree 0 in P1.
Proposition 4. If P1 and P2 are plans, then the plan graph P1 ⊕f P2 is a bipartite DAG.
Example. Consider the subplans P+ns and P
−
ns
in Fig. 2. If we suppose that type(b) =
type(e) and type(c)= type(r), then the function f : In(P+ns )→Out(P−ns ) defined by f (a)=
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a, f (b)= e, f (c)= r , and f (d)= d would be an injective type-preserving function. This
function glues P+ns on top of P
−
ns
with as result the bipartite DAG P+ns ⊕f P−ns .
By the following proposition, the choice of the function f in the gluing of P−ns and P
+
ns
is irrelevant to the reducibility of 〈P,G〉.
Proposition 5. Let f and g be two type-preserving functions such that P ′ = P1 ⊕f P2 and
P ′′ = P1 ⊕g P2. Then In(P ′)= In(P ′′)= In(P1) and type(Out(P ′))= type(Out(P ′′)).
Proof. To prove the first equality, it is sufficient to show that In(P1) = In(P ′). By
Definition 8 of the gluing operation, we have In(P1) ⊆ In(P ′). To prove the converse,
suppose that r ∈ In(P ′). Since the gluing operation does not decrease the in-degree of any
resource, it follows that r ∈ In(P1) or r ∈ In(P2). In the first case we are done. If r ∈ In(P2),
then, by Definition 8, r ∈ dom(f ), and since r ∈ In(P ′), we have, r ∈N1 ∪ (N2 \ dom(f )).
Hence, r ∈ N1. But then r ∈ In(P1), since d−(r)= 0 in P ′ and gluing does not decrease
the in-degree of any node in P1. Now, the first equality of the proposition follows.
Finally, to show that type(Out(P ′)) = type(Out(P ′′)), note that Out(P ′) = (Out(P1) \
f (In(P2))) ∪ Out(P2), and Out(P ′′) = (Out(P1) \ g(In(P2))) ∪ Out(P2). By definition
of f and g, it must hold that type(f (In(P2)))= type(g(In(P2))). Then, type(Out(P ′))=
type(Out(P ′′)) immediately follows. ✷
Now we are ready to define reducibility of a plan P for a set of goals G with respect to
a skill node ns :
Definition 9. Let 〈P,G〉 be a state and ns a skill node in P . We say that 〈P ′,G〉 is
a successful reduction of 〈P,G〉 w.r.t. ns if for some f , (i) P ′ = P−ns ⊕f P+ns and (ii)
G⊆ type(Out(P ′)). A reduction of 〈P,G〉 w.r.t. ns will be denoted by 〈P,G〉  ns .
Definition 10 (Reducibility, irreducibility). A state 〈P,G〉 is reducible if there is a skill
node ns in P such that a reduction 〈P,G〉  ns exists. Otherwise, 〈P,G〉 is called
irreducible.
Remark. The careful reader may have noticed that we do not allow resources occurring
in Out(P+ns ) to replace resources occurring in In(P
+
ns
). The obvious reason is that such
replacements could introduce cycles in the resulting plan. Moreover, the problem whether,
given these sets, there exists a set of replacements among all these nodes without
introducing cycles, can be proven to be NP-complete (see [30]).
3. Plan revision and cooperation
Having developed a formalism for representing goal production by plans, we will look
at the problem how agents might cooperate by mutually adapting their plans. To keep
things simple, we only consider systems consisting of two agents. We study two models
of cooperation, viz. fusion and collaboration. By fusion we mean a form of cooperation
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where agents share their resources and goals in order to gain more efficiency and an equal
or higher common profit. In case of collaboration, they exchange resources only if this
results in higher or equal individual profits for all.
To express the similarities and differences between these notions in our planning
framework, we present some intuitive (rationality) postulates for them. Moreover, we show
that there exists an interesting relationship between these forms of cooperative processes
and elementary plan revision processes.9 We present an intuitive characterization of a plan
revision process and then we show that cooperative processes can be realized by iterative
plan revision processes. In the next section, some algorithms are presented to realize these
processes.
3.1. Fusion and collaboration
Fusion is a way of cooperation where agents have decided to share their resources and
goals: agents will only cooperate within a fusion if the common profits do not decrease.
Collaboration, on the other hand, is a special kind of fusion. In this case agents will only
cooperate if their individual profits do not decrease.
Let A and B be agents, and assume that PA ∩ PB is empty. The last assumption is
needed for fusion as well as collaboration, since in both cases the resulting plan will contain
dependencies: in case of fusion, the result is a merged plan in which the original, individual
plans cannot be distinguished anymore; in case of collaboration, the result consists of two
individual plans in which resources have been exchanged. In order to determine the profits
of those plans, the empty intersection assumption makes it possible to define the profits of
the plans, and to define collaboration protocols w.r.t. how agents charge each other for the
exchange of resources (for details, see [30]).
We write A ⊗ B to denote the fusion of A and B . Furthermore, let 〈PA,GA〉 and
〈PB,GB〉 be the states of A and B , respectively. The result of the fusionA⊗B is expressed
in terms of properties of the fusion state STA⊗B = 〈PA⊗B,GA⊗B〉. We state the following
requirements (rationality postulates) for STA⊗B :
F1. STA⊗B is a state (closure);
F2. GA ∪GB =GA⊗B (success);
F3. In(PA⊗B)= In(PA)∪ In(PB) (resource invariance);
F4. prof (STA⊗B) prof (STA)+ prof (STB) (non-decreasing profit);
F5. STA⊗B is irreducible.
To denote collaboration, we use the operator ⊕ :ST × ST → ST × ST . So,
collaboration does not yield a single new state like fusion does, but a pair of states: both
agents maintain their own states while revising them. Another difference with fusion is
that we cannot use the notion of reducibility as defined in Definition 10. Instead, we need
a specialization in which it is accounted for the fact that both agents should have non-
9 In our paper, revision pertains to the phenomenon of plan change rather than knowledge change as is studied
in, e.g., the AGM framework (see [2]).
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decreasing profits. Without going into formal details, we call a pair of states collaboration-
irreducible if both agents cannot reduce their plans in the sense of Definition 10 by
exchanging resources such that for the resulting states it holds that their profits do not
decrease.
Let STA = 〈PA,GA〉 and STB = 〈PB,GB〉 be the states of A and B , respectively. Then,
for the result of collaboration, written as STA ⊕ STB = (ST ′A,ST ′B) with ST ′A = 〈P ′A,G′A〉
and ST ′B = 〈P ′B,G′B〉, we require the following:
C1. STA ⊕ STB is pair of states (closure);
C2. GA ∪GB =G′A ∪G′B (success);
C3. In(P ′A ∪P ′B)= In(PA)∪ In(PB) (resource invariance);
C4. prof (ST ′A) prof (STA) and prof (ST ′B) prof (STB) (non-decreasing profits);
C5. STA ⊕ STB is collaboration-irreducible.
Note that the operators ⊗ and ⊕ are not functional, but relational. Consequently, there
are several ways to implement them. Different orders of reductions of skill nodes may lead
to different plans with different profits.
3.2. Plan revision
The postulates for fusion and collaboration constitute sets of requirements every
algorithm for fusion and collaboration has to satisfy. Intuitively, both forms of cooperation
are closely related to revision processes. In particular it is our claim that both can be viewed
as iterative plan revision processes where in each iteration step the agents try to increase
their total profit (in case of fusion) or their individual profits (in case of collaboration) by
revising their previous plans. To support this claim, first we describe such plan revision
processes and state some intuitive postulates for them. Then we show that every fusion
(collaboration) algorithm that iteratively satisfies these revision postulates also satisfies the
fusion (collaboration) postulates.
Given two agents A and B with their associated states STA = 〈PA,GA〉 and STB =
〈PB,GB〉, we say that A and B perform a plan revision if they can find plans P ′A and
P ′B such that (i) P ′A ∪ P ′B uses the same input resources as PA ∪ PB , (ii) P ′A ∪ P ′B
contains less skill applications than PA ∪ PB , while (iii) A and B still can realize their
original goals. If we denote the result of such a plan revision on STA and STB by
Rev(STA,STB) = (ST ′A,ST ′B), where ST ′A = 〈P ′A,G′A〉 and ST ′B = 〈P ′B,G′B〉, and if we
denote the set of all skill nodes in P by Skills(P ), we can state the following postulates for
the operator Rev:
R1. Rev(STA,STB) is pair of states (closure);
R2. In(P ′A ∪P ′B)= In(PA ∪ PB) (resource invariance);
R3. Skills(P ′A ∪P ′B)⊂ Skills(PA ∪ PB) (skill reduction);10
R4. GA ∪GB =G′A ∪G′B (success).
10 Note that we use the relation ⊂ for strict inclusion.
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Note that R1–R4 imply that prof (〈P ′A,G′A〉) + prof (〈P ′B,G′B〉)  prof (〈PA,GA〉) +
prof (〈PB,GB〉). Hence, it follows that, whenever an operator Rev satisfies the pos-
tulates R1–R4, then a fusion defined by STA ⊗ STB = (P ′A ∪ P ′B,G′A ∪ G′B), where
Rev(STA,STB)= (〈P ′A,G′A〉, 〈P ′B,G′B〉), also satisfies F1–F4.
Now suppose that we perform these Rev steps for both agents until Rev(STA,STB)
is no longer defined. Then it is clear that the fusion postulate F5 is also satisfied,
where ‘irreducibility’ has to be understood as Rev-irreducibility. We conclude that an
iteration over a revision procedure that satisfies R1–R4 ultimately satisfies the fusion
postulates F1–F5. Therefore, fusion can be defined as iterated plan revision. In the next
section we show how to implement a revision operator Rev, called REMOVE_SKILL, that
is based on the plan reduction operator ns .
With respect to collaboration, we have to adapt the revision postulates for plan revision
by adding a fifth postulate mimicking the collaboration postulate C4:
R5. prof (ST ′A) prof (STA) and prof (ST ′B) prof (STB) (non-decreasing profits).
Again, it is not difficult to see that R1–R5 guarantee that iterated revision steps will
guarantee a successful collaboration.
4. Algorithms for fusion and collaboration
In this section, we sketch two polynomial algorithms for plan revision that can be used
for fusion and collaboration, where the latter algorithm is a simple refinement of the former.
We argue that these algorithms satisfy the postulates F1–F5 for fusion and C1–C5 for
collaboration.
4.1. Fusion
The fusion algorithm constructs an irreducible plan, PA⊗B , given the plans PA and
PB of agents A and B , such that all goals in GA ∪ GB are realized. This fusion is the
result of iterated mutual elementary plan revision steps. In each such a revision step, one
of the agents tries to reduce its production plan w.r.t. a single skill ns . If this succeeds,
both agents adapt their plans and goals to ensure that the union GA ∪GB of their goals is
still derivable. Then the other agent tries to remove a skill node, and so forth. After each
(successful) elementary revision step the sum of the profits of A and B increases with
cA(s) or cB(s).
The skill-removal process is embodied by the procedure REMOVE_SKILL that checks
whether a skill node ns in a plan P of one of the agents can be removed and, if so,
adapts P by removing ns , and ensures the realizability of the original goals GA ∪ GB
by exchanging goals and intermediate resources. This procedure is invoked iteratively. In
applying this procedure, the agents alternately take different roles: one agent, the proposer
(pro), takes the initiative and tries to improve its profits by removing some skill node ns
from its plan Ppro. In order to preserve goal realization the proposer might be forced to
exchange goals and resources with the other party, called the acceptor (acc). As a result
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of several of such exchanges, some of the output resources of the acceptor might be used
as resources for goal production by the proposer. We call these resources commitment-
goal resources and denote these by sgacc. These are special goals for the acceptor, that has
committed itself to produce these resources as additional goals to be used by the proposer.
Analogously, the set sgpro is the set of commitment-goal resources for the proposer.
At this point, without loss of generality, we may safely fix the resources that are used
to satisfy the goals, since resources of the same type are interchangeable. We use gacc
to denote the resources used to satisfy Gacc, and gpro to denote the resources to satisfy
Gpro. To represent the set of all goal resources of the acceptor and the proposer we use
γacc = sgacc ∪ gacc and γpro = sgpro ∪ gpro, respectively.
Let us now discuss the skill-removal procedure into more detail, considering a stage in
the fusion process where it is invoked. At the beginning of this stage both agents have plans
Ppro and Pacc. We assume that Ppro ∪ Pacc is capable to realize GA ∪GB and the set of
commitment goals type(sgacc ∪ sgpro).
Suppose that the proposer considers to remove an arbitrary skill node ns occurring in
the plan Ppro. In the previous section we showed that such a reduction can be implemented
by splitting a plan P on the skill node ns into two subplans P+ and P−, and gluing it
together afterwards. Unfortunately, in a distributed setting it is difficult to determine P+pro,
P−pro, P+acc, and P−acc, because of interdependencies between the plans of the agents. For
example, the skills dependent on a skill node ns in Ppro may produce a special goal that is
used by Pacc to create a resource r in Ppro. This resource r should be included in P+pro, but
cannot be included by inspecting Ppro alone.
To overcome this dependency problem, we may construct a global plan P = Ppro∪Pacc
and use the approach as described in the previous section. This approach, however, cannot
be used in a distributed setting, where each agent is autonomous and not prepared to share
details of its plan with other parties. Therefore, we first determine the special goals sgacc
and sgpro that are dependent on ns , in a distributed fashion.
The proposer’s problem is to find all nodes dependent on ns , not only in its plan, but
also via dependencies occurring in the acceptors plan. It is not difficult to see that these
latter dependencies have to do with the set of special goals: dependencies in Pacc are only
relevant if (i) there is a special goal a ∈ sgpro dependent on ns , and (ii) there is a special
goal a′ ∈ sgacc of the acceptor that is dependent on a in Pacc.
Hence, whenever the proposer detects a node a ∈ sgpro dependent on ns , it asks the
acceptor for the subset M ⊆ sgacc dependent in its (i.e., the acceptor’s) plan on a. The
proposer now includes this set M in the set of nodes dependent on ns in order to extend
its set of dependent nodes, and, iteratively, it is able to find all nodes that directly or
indirectly (via the plan of the acceptor) are dependent on ns . This procedure is embodied
by Algorithm 1.
Based on the set dependent returned by Algorithm 1, and out(ns), the sets of skill nodes
N+pro and N+acc that are dependent on ns are defined as all skill nodes n in Ppro (or Pacc,
respectively) such that there exist a path in Ppro from a r ∈ dependent∪ out(ns) to n. The
sets N+pro and N+acc are used for generating P+pro and P+acc, respectively, analogously to N+ns
for P+ns in Section 2.4.
Next, we need to define the injective type-preserving function f on In(P+pro). For each
aj ∈ In(P+pro) \ out(ns) we take f (aj )= aj , that is, we glue the plans exactly at the points
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where they were split. Furthermore, we need to find (i) resources to glue to out(ns) that are
used as an input for some skill node in the plan P+pro, and (ii) replacements for those nodes
in out(ns) that are used as a goal, i.e., all nodes in out(ns)∩ γpro. If UsedInternal(ns,Ppro)
denotes the first set, then:
UsedInternal(ns,Ppro)= out(ns) \Out(Ppro).
The second set, which we will denote by UsedAsGoal, is:
UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro)= out(ns)∩ γpro.
Note, that the members of UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro) are not in the domain of f . Let
Used(ns,Ppro, γpro) denote the set of all nodes we have to find, then:
Used(ns,Ppro, γpro)=UsedInternal(ns,Ppro)∪UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro).
The substitutes needed for the resources in Used(ns,Ppro, γpro) can be found in the set of
resources in the plan of the proposer that are not dependent on ns and not used for goal
production purposes. This set of possible substitutes, Free(ns,Ppro, γpro), is defined by11
Free(ns,Ppro, γpro)=Out(P−pro) \
(
In(P+pro)∪ γpro
)
.
If Needed = type(Used(ns,Ppro, γpro)) \ type(Free(ns,Ppro, γpro)) = ∅, the plan can be
reduced without help of the other agent. In this case, the procedure is completed by the
11 For illustrative purposes, we have simplified the set of possible substitutes. In fact, for some of the elements
of UsedAsGoal(ns , γpro), the replacements may also be looked for in the set Out(P+pro) \ (γpro ∪ out(ns)). This
would complicate our presented algorithm considerably, however. For a detailed algorithm see [30].
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required adaptation of the plan Ppro: For each aj ∈ UsedInternal(ns,P+pro), the value of
f (aj ) is a resource ak ∈ Free(ns,Ppro, γpro) having the same type a. Then, P−pro and
P+pro are glued using this function f . Next, each element bj ∈ UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro) is
replaced by a node bk ∈ Free(ns,Ppro, γpro) of the same type b. Finally, each resource
r ∈ in(ns) ∩ sgacc that is unused after gluing, i.e., r ∈ Out(Ppro) \ γpro w.r.t. the updated
Ppro and γpro, is removed from Ppro and sgacc, since r is no longer needed by the proposer.
In Algorithm 2, the search for substitutes for all elements in UsedInternal(ns,Ppro) and
UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro) is combined, since the gluing function f is not explicitly used there.
If, however, Needed = ∅, we have to check whether the other party (acc) has resources
available to realize them. The resources the acceptor might provide are his free output
resources, i.e., output resources not occurring in γacc and not dependent on resources
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delivered by the proposer, i.e., special goals occurring in sgpro, that are dependent on ns ,
otherwise the resulting plan will contain a cycle.12
If Needed ⊆ type(Free(ns,Pacc, γacc)) then the acceptor agent is able to provide the
rest of the required resources. In addition to the adaptation of Ppro as described above, the
following needs to be done: For each aj ∈ Needed ∩ UsedInternal(ns,Ppro), the value of
f (aj ) is a resource ak from Free(ns,Pacc, γacc) having the same type a. The resource
ak becomes a special goal for the acceptor, so ak is inserted in sgacc. Next, for each
element bj ∈ Needed ∩ UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro) a replacement bk ∈ Free(ns,Pacc, γacc) is
sought having the same type b. Again, the resource bk becomes a special goal for the
acceptor, so bk is inserted in sgacc. Note, that analogously to the search for substitute
nodes in Ppro, the search for substitutes for Needed∩UsedInternal(ns,Ppro) and Needed∩
UsedAsGoal(ns, γpro) in Pacc is combined in Algorithm 2.
After these exchanges, the combined plan Ppro∪Pacc is still capable to realize GA∪GB ,
and the total profit has been increased due to the removal of the production cost associated
with executing s.
The fusion algorithm (see Algorithm 3) simply ensures that the separate elementary
revision steps performed by REMOVE_SKILL are performed iteratively and in a fair way
(the agents both will alternately act as proposer and acceptor). The algorithm stops after the
players in succession failed to find a skill node to remove from their plan. In that case, no
further plan revision steps are possible. The following propositions can be easily verified:13
Proposition 6. If both the proposer and the acceptor can realize their goals Gpro and Gacc,
then, after execution of REMOVE_SKILL(STpro, STacc) they both can realize their new
goals G′pro and G′acc with the same input resources, and Gpro ∪Gacc =G′acc ∪G′prop.
Proposition 7. Given two agents A and B with states 〈PA,GA〉 and 〈PB,GB〉, the output
of the fusion algorithm is an irreducible plan PA⊗B that realizes GA ∪GB .
12 Also in this case, we have simplified the algorithm along the same lines as is explained in the previous
footnote. Again, for a detailed algorithm, see [30].
13 The proofs are easy but somewhat tedious and, due to lack of space, are omitted here.
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From these propositions it immediately follows that the fusion computed by the fusion
algorithm satisfies the postulates F1–F5.
With respect to the complexity, let n = ‖PA‖ + ‖PB‖ denote the sum of the sizes14
of the plans of the agents A and B . Clearly, since A and B can realize their goals with
their resources, n dominates the sizes of GA and GB . Note that the fusion algorithm
calls the REMOVE_SKILL procedure at most O(n)-times. For each skill node ns in Ppro it
takes O(‖Ppro‖2) and O(‖Pacc‖2) to calculate Free(ns,Ppro, γpro) and Free(ns,Pacc, γacc),
respectively.15 Hence, it takes O(‖Ppro‖2 + ‖Pacc‖2) = O(n2)-time to check whether a
single skill node ns can be removed, and to adapt both plans accordingly. Since we have
at most O(‖Ppro‖) nodes to consider, the procedure can be performed in O(n3)-time. The
total time needed for plan fusion depends on the number of skills that can be deleted. For
each skill that can be deleted, the time complexity is O(n3).
Proposition 8. The fusion algorithm runs in O(d ·n3)-time, with d the number of skills that
can be deleted and n the sum of the plan sizes.16
Remark. Although we simplify the cooperation to a two-agent system, the cooperation
algorithms to be discussed can be easily extended to a general collection of agents where
(i) not every agent has to know all the others and (ii) the amount of plan information
agents are willing to share with others can be varied. With respect to the complexity
results, in general, if n > 2 agents are used and we use a straightforward extension of
the cooperation algorithm the communication complexity will grow exponentially. In a
more refined extension, however, where a third (trusted) party is used, we still can ensure
a polynomial plan cooperation process for so-called ground plan merging (cf. [9]).
4.2. Collaboration
Given the fusion algorithm we just have presented, a simple polynomial algorithm
for collaboration can be obtained by slightly adapting the fusion algorithm: Instead of
simply exchanging resources whenever this is required, in every REMOVE_SKILL-call the
proposer first has to compute whether it will lose or gain by exchanging resources. Suppose
the proposer has to buy the set of resources Needed from the acceptor. If we assume that
the acceptor will sell Needed for the price of cacc(Needed), the total profit of the proposer
will change by cpro(s) \ cacc(Needed). If this outcome is negative, the proposer will not
remove s from its current plan. Note that the acceptor will always accept an offer from the
proposer since it can sell non-essential byproducts, so its profit will always increase with a
transaction. It is easy to see that this collaboration algorithm satisfies the postulates C1–C5
and has the same time complexity as the fusion algorithm.
14 The size ‖P ‖ of a plan P equals the size of the DAG representing P , i.e., the number of vertices plus the
number of arcs in the plan.
15 The time complexity of this calculation depends on the time complexity of the algorithm DEPENDENT which
is O(n2) in our presentation. Using a third trusted party which performs the coordination of the plans, reduces
the time complexity with factor n.
16 Note that in the extreme cases where, e.g., O(n) skills can be deleted, the complexity is O(n4).
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4.3. Example
In this section we apply the fusion algorithm to the example given in the introduction
of this paper. To indicate that a load l (or truck t) is at location X, we use the resource type
lX (or tX). In the initial situation, agent A has resources of type type(RA)= {tK, lM1 , lK2 },
and goals GA = {lK1 , lL2 }. Furthermore, type(RB) = {tL, lK3 , lL4 }, and GB = {lL3 , lM4 }. The
agents have the following skills:
SA =


drive 1: {tM,KM,KM} ← {tK },
drive 2: {tK,MK,MK} ← {tM},
drive 3: {tL,KL,KL} ← {tK },
use 1: {lK1 } ← {lM1 ,MK},
use 2: {lL2 } ← {lK2 ,KL}


,
SB =


drive 4: {tM,LM,LM} ← {tL},
drive 5: {tK,MK,MK} ← {tM},
drive 6: {tL,KL,KL} ← {tK },
use 3: {lM4 } ← {lL4 ,LM},
use 4: {lL3 } ← {lK3 ,KL}


.
In these skills, the fact that there is room available for a load during a drive from city X
to Y is denoted by the resource type XY . For example, skill ‘drive 3’ denotes the fact
that if we have a truck available in K , then we can “produce” two load spaces KL from
K to L. Furthermore, skill ‘use 2’ explains how load space KL can be used to actually
transport the load lK2 from K to L, which results in resource l
L
2 . Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show
Fig. 3. States of agent A and B at the initial situation. (a) Plan PA of agent A. (b) Plan PB of agent B.
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the plans PA and PB of the agents in the initial situation, respectively. Skills are represented
by boxes, and resources are represented by their types. Note that the labeling of the skill
nodes distinguishes between applications of the same skill, as for example ‘drive 2’ and
‘drive 5’.
Let A be the acceptor and B be the proposer. In plan PB , skill ‘drive 6’ is interesting.
If B deletes this skill, B will not longer be able to produce the goal lL3 since resource KL
is required for this and there is no replacement for KL in PB . So, agent B asks A for
resource KL. Agent A answers positively, since it has a free resource KL in out(drive 3).
Now, agent B can successfully remove skill ‘drive 6’ from its plan, while using the free
resource KL from agent A.
In the next step of the algorithm the agents swap roles, so A is now proposer and B is
acceptor. Of all skill nodes in plan PA, skill ‘drive 2’ is selected by the algorithm. If agentA
tries to remove this skill, then replacements will be needed for resource tK (input for skill
node ‘drive 3’) and resource MK (input for skill node ‘use 1’). Since A cannot replace
these resources itself, it asks agent B , the acceptor. On its turn, agent B checks whether
it can provide A with its missing resources tK and MK . Fortunately, these resources are
produced by skill node ‘drive 5’. Remember that resource tK became a free output resource
in the previous step of the algorithm in which skill node ‘drive 6’ was removed by B . The
result of this negotiation is that A removes node ‘drive 2’, and receives tK and MK as
replacements from agent B .
Again, the algorithm swaps roles, letting agent B be the proposer, and A the acceptor. It
turns out that the algorithm cannot find a skill node that B is able to remove. So, swapping
roles again, A is the proposer in the fourth step. The algorithm finds that A is able to
Fig. 4. Plan PA⊗B .
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remove skill node ‘drive 1’, making tK a free input resource of the plan. Moveover, agent
A does not need any replacement from agent B , the acceptor.
During the fifth and sixth step of the fusion algorithm, the algorithm does not find any
skill node which can be removed. As a consequence the fusion algorithm terminates. Fig. 4
shows the fusion plan PA⊗B of agents A and B . Note that in this plan only one truck is
used: agent B starts in city L, transports l4 from L to M and l1 from M to K; then, agent
A takes B’s truck in K and brings l2 and l3 to L.
5. Conclusions, related and future work
We have proposed a framework for multi-agent cooperation in planning. Although our
graph representation of plans has some resemblance to the representation of planning
graphs in the Graphplan framework proposed in [3], these planning graphs are not designed
to search for plans, but to support agent cooperation. This cooperation is realized using a
plan coordination process where existing plans of agents are merged. Our framework can
be compared with other approaches to construct multi-agent plans, such as, e.g., [19,25]
using a classical planning framework to construct and execute multi-agent plans. In [20],
such multi-agent plans are also represented by a DAG of operations. Approaches like
these, however, have (at least) two drawbacks: the planning instances are much larger,
i.e., number of agents times the size of the original instance, and the natural distribution
of goals and actions over agents is lost. Furthermore, it is not possible for agents to keep
(parts of) their plan secret from other agents. For this reason, most approaches related to
planning for multiple agents are implemented using plan merging methods, where agents
construct plans on their own, and a separate algorithm is used to coordinate these plans.
Our work belongs to this paradigm.
Our current framework is rather general and can be exploited in much more ways than
we have investigated yet. For example, the plan revision process can be easily extended
to incorporate negotiation between agents by including aspects of costs of resource usage
and skill application and the value of goal production. For example, during collaboration,
an agent may only propose to exchange a goal if it receives an amount of money in
return that exceeds the profits of that goal. If the other agent is not able to give the
exchanging agent that amount of money, both agents can agree to consider a larger
set of resources to be exchanged in such a way that both agents profit from the deal.
To extend the current framework in this direction, we should consider auction related
protocols as, e.g., the Unified Negotiation Protocol (UNP) as described by [34] and
work on market-based coordination by, e.g., Clearwater [5]. Viewed in an even broader
perspective, one might also consider recent work on social laws as described in, e.g., [29]
and [4].
Another possibility is to include conflicting situations in our framework. For example,
consider a situation where a new goal can only be realized if two or more agents reorganize
their plans. We believe that the chosen plan representation allows us to efficiently search
for the culprit of such conflicts. The culprit set then can be used to negotiate (e.g.,
using a process as described in [24]) about plan revision. In particular, the approaches
of Georgeff [16], Rosenschein [27], and Ephrati and Rosenschein [14,28] are relevant for
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such extensions. These approaches deal with conflicts between agents that can be resolved
by synchronizing the execution of their plans. Georgeff actually assumes a plan merging
(or plan synchronization) process, starting with individual plans. Here, two agents can help
each other by changing the state of the world in such a way that the correctness conditions
of the other agent become satisfied, or, less positively, become invalid [17]. A very general
approach that considers both conflicts and positive relations between individual plans is
proposed by Von Martial [32]. In his approach, plans are represented hierarchically and
need to be exchanged among the agents to determine such relations. If possible, relations
are solved or exploited at top-level. If this is not possible, a refinement of the plans is made
and the process is repeated. For each specific type of plan relationship a different solution
is presented.
In the current framework we have abstracted from time information in plan merging.
To enrich the framework with this kind of information, recent work of Tsamardinos et
al. [31] may be relevant. They introduce a plan merging algorithm that deals both with
durative actions and time and construct a conditional simple temporal network to specify
(temporal) conflicts between plans. Based on this specification a set of constraints is
derived that can be solved by a constraint solver. The solution specifies the required
temporal relations between actions in the merged plan. Although this algorithm is designed
to merge planned actions for an additional goal of one agent to a pre-existing plan
in a dynamic environment, we feel it could be easily used in a multi-agent context
as well, like is done by Kabanza [18], where also temporal constraints are specified.
Kabanza, however, does not deal with the durations and starting and ending time points
of actions.
Finally, in our approach, agents plan in advance before entering a coordination
phase. Although this might be a good approach in static domains, it is not in dynamic
environments. Things may change in the actual world which may make a joint plan of
a group of cooperating agents worthless. In such cases replanning would be necessary.
In [14], like in [1], algorithms are proposed to interleave planning, coordination, and
execution. Also Corkill [8], Clement and Durfee [6,7] studied interleaved planning
and merging using hierarchical plans. Full interleaving of planning and cooperation
is achieved in the PGP-framework [13] and its extension, Generalized PGP [10,11].
Here, each agent maintains a partial picture of the plans of other agents using a
specialized plan representation. Planning, incorporating both the expansion of objectives
into planned actions and the ordering of those actions, is based on a set of heuristics.
Coordination is achieved by a process of negotiation. An overview of the PGP related
approaches is given in [22]. Based on this kind of work, we are currently investigating
how planning, replanning and plan coordination could be done in an interleaved
fashion.
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